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1. ABSTRACT

resulting greenhouse gas emissions (GHGe) are critical technical challenges of climate change mitigation 

initiatives aiming to reduce emissions from deforestation and forest degradation in developing countries (REDD)

[1,2]. MRV systems for annual reporting for REDD will require the careful integration of remotely sensed (RS) 

data and ground measurements for the retrieval of C, 

marketable and tradable [3].

GHGe for national MRV systems in developing tropical countries. Field sampling will be an expensive 

component of MRV systems and efficiency and cost effectiveness are paramount. The design of any field 

measurement campaign must be explicitly integrated with the RS data source to be used for biomass retrieval; 

RS data will assist in the design of an efficient field sampling campaign by defining stratum and identifying 

areas of spatial variability; field sampling of C pools within stratum (with intensity selected to achieve desired 

error bounds on averages) can be used to calibrate remote biomass retrieval; further field sampling can be used to 

validate wall to wall biomass estimates. The calibration and validation of RS data for accurate and precise wall 

to wall biomass retrieval will be integral to MRVs [4].

Forest C pools that need to be measured in tropical forests include above- and below-ground living and non-

living biomass. The largest and most important C pool in tropical forests is above ground live biomass in woody 

plant material. Measurement of this pool will HGe estimates [5]. Other C pools 

include fine litter (FL), coarse woody debris (CWD), below ground live biomass in root material, and soil 



organic C.  Fine scale measurements of C allocation and cycling for estimating decay rates, C fluxes, and 

respiration require detailed field studies [6] but may also be necessary for estimating GHGe. In particular, decay 

rates in FL and CWD need to be estimated as they are the major source of emitted CO2 in forest ecosystems and 

vary significantly with mean temperature and elevation [7].

Techniques for measuring forest C stocks such as temporary or permanent sample plots, and repeat census for 

calculations inflating errors associated with wall to wall biomass retrieval and estimates of GHGe [8]. Indeed, 

incomplete field data will result in highly uncertainty estimates of GHGe that may compromise REDD as an 

emerging climate change mitigation initiative [9]. Therefore, field sampling efforts should target those C pools 

that exert the greatest influence on, and reduce uncertainty in, final estimates of

also focus on C pools most affected by changed land-use practices under a REDD mechanism such as forestry 

and agriculture. Following this, MRV field sampling should focus on above ground live biomass in woody plant 

material in areas susceptible to forestry and agricultural activities. We will demonstrate these field sampling 

protocols and integration with RS data using examples from Papua New Guinea.
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